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Music of the Zaiane Tribe ( iddle Atlas)
Cheikha Haddouj bent Fatma Rohou and Ensemble
Qim

hori
There vere six . girls, divided into two groups of three each.

One group had one bendir; the other had two, The singing
phonal. There was also a man playing a
gut . The presence of the guinbri is

~uinbri

~nusual,

as anti-

strung with lute

and is obviously a rel-

atively recent innovation; it is not found in the music of the other
tribes of the region, the Beni Mtir and t e Beni t
lA, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B.)

uild. (See tapes
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Music of the Zaiane Tribe (Middle Atlas)
Cheikha Ha douj bent Fatma Rohou and Ensemble
Ida ou Smoun Iammamanou
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Music of the Zaiane Tribe (Middle Atlas)'
Cheikha Haddouj bent Fatma Rohou and Ensemble.
Arhacha Atsoudaoua
The singers were not pleased with the prominence I gave the
guinbri in the recordings. Their feeling ~as that the voices and
benadir should predominate, and that the guinbri should provide an
added rhythmic variety. The guinbri player, Mustapha ben Mohammed,
had however strung his guinbri, (which is not an Arabic instrument)
with lute strings, which deprived the instrument of its customary
brilliant and somewhat brittle tone , and

ave it the volume and pitch

depth of a lute, if not the resonance or the actual sound; his aim
was clearly to provide llll...llt" melodic variety to the utterly repetitive strophes of

the ~
in ers.
~l,a

thing is impossible, an

The truth is, of course,

t~at

he music sounds decadent from th

any plectrum instrument is added , wieH~r

·: f

the

moment
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Music of the Zaiane Tribe (Middle Atlas)
Cheikha Haddouj bent Fatma Rohou and Ensemble
Dada Hbibti
Toward the end of the session, to vary things a bit, I suggested
that Mustapha ben Mohammed sing something of his own choosing. As if
to bear out my private contention, his choice was a song of the Larobia
repertory. (The Larobia are country people of Arab stock, in contradistinction to the vast majority of rural Moroccans, who are Berbers.
Since the inhabitants of Khenifra are not all of the Zaiane tribe,
although it is the center of the region populated by the tribe, there
is necessarily a good deal of admixture of Arabic culture there. Mustapha ben Mohammed was of Khenifra; the girls from the country.)
During the instrumental interludes, two girls performed fairly
lewd dances facin

one another in the center of the room.

